
DATAVAULTING
With DataVaulting clients can send back-up, disaster 

recovery (DR) and archival data to servers inside PSI’s 

remote vault where it is protected by armed guards, 

cameras, 200 feet of solid rock, and several other layers 

of security. Locating your infrastructure in PSI’s facility 

allows your business to efficiently manage it’s data 

through a highly secured and scalable facility. 

MAXIMUM SECURITY

MANAGED SERVICES

CUSTOMIZED SOLUTIONS 
AVAILABLE

SAFE FROM NATURAL 
DISASTERS

WHEN SECURITY IS 
OF UTMOST IMPORTANCE

AN INCOMPARABLE SERVICE OFFERING



CATALOG OF SERVICE OFFERINGS
PREMIUM SPACE LEASE
Locating your infrastructure in a PSI facility allows your business to securely manage it’s 
data through a highly secured and scalable facility.

MANAGED SERVICES
PSI provides engineers whose core competencies include data center applications and 
technology, detailed engineering expertise, data storage solutions, tape off services, 
archiving and tape storage.

CONSULTING SERVICES
PSI provides strategic planning, design, engineering, solution implementation and 
managed services for managing all data storage needs.Our focus and expertise includes 
storage and design for Tier 1, Tier 2 and Tier 3 data storage. Our expertise allows us to 
customize a solution for most enterprise wide data storage solutions.

CUSTOM SOLUTIONS
Let PSI help your organization develop a tailored  solution to emliminate a vulnerability or 
pain point.

• Maximum Security Facility
• Encased In A Solid Granite Mountain
• Flood Proof
• Secure Against Earthquakes
• Non-Flammable
• Controlled Environment
• Self-Sustaining
• Controlled Access 

The Perpetual Storage Vault was designed and built to 

meet rigid Department of Defense requirements for the 

proper protection of critical records.  Since1968, PSI has 

provided secure vital records storage for digital media in 

a paper-free environment, making it one of the world’s 

oldest and safest off-site storage facilities.

(800) 753 - 2200

“We are interested in 
DataVaulting because we 
retain control of our own 
data while having electronic 
access 24/7. Plus, we have 
worked with PSI many years 
and know both the security 
and service levels remain 
unsurpassed.” 
- PSI Client

SECURITY IN SOLID GRANITE


